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The Lemon Grove Oct 05 2022 Set on the rugged, mountainous west coast of Mallorca, this taut,
sultry, brilliantly paced novel is an urgent meditation on female desire, the vicissitudes of
marriage and the allure of youth. Taking place over the course of one week, The Lemon Grove
lands in the heat of Deia, a village on an island off the southeast coast of Spain. Jenn and
Greg are on their annual holiday to enjoy languorous, close afternoons by the pool, and
relaxed dinners overlooking the rocks. But the equilibrium is upset by the arrival of their
teenage daughter, Emma, and her boyfriend, Nathan. Jenn, in her early forties, loves her
(older) husband and her (step)daughter and is content with her life, she thinks. But when
this beautiful, reckless young man comes into her world, she is caught by a sexual compulsion
that she's seldom felt before. As the lines hotly blur between attraction, desire and
obsession, Jenn’s world is thrown into tumult--by Nathan's side, she could be young and
carefree once again, and at this stage in her life, the promise of youth is every bit as
seductive as the promise of passion. Jenn struggles between the conflicting pulls of
resistance and release, and the events of the next few days have the potential to put lives
in jeopardy as the players carry out their roles in this unstoppably sexy and unputdownable
novel from a brilliant observer of the human condition.
Brass Sep 04 2022 In this “spellbinding and utterly unique” coming of age novel, a nineteenyear-old Liverpool student drifts into a world of drugs and sexual hedonism (The
Independent). Millie and her best friend, Jamie, have been through it all together. However,
as Jamie begins to settle down with his girlfriend, Millie is lured away from a promising
academic career toward a life of numbing drugs and increasingly deviant sexual encounters.
Feeling betrayed by one of the few nurturing relationships in her life, Millie’s increasingly
reckless behavior leads her to discover her own limitations, as well as the adult
complexities of a family she thought she knew. Portraying a generation of youth—those coming
of age in the eighties and nineties—through the prism of Millie, Helen Walsh has created one
of the most startling novels to come out of Britain since Irvine Welsh’s Trainspotting. “If
you want to find out what is like to be a woman in England today [read] Brass.” —British
Vogue “You’ll be hard-pressed to find a more ballsy, obnoxious, quick-witted, and lusty
heroine than . . . Millie. . . . She’s just the kind of character you’ll be drawn to like a
magnet.” —Bust “Walsh’s prose is rhythmic and carefully judged, and her descriptions are
convincingly tactile.” —The New Yorker “A damn good read.” —TimeOut New York “Millie’s
caustic commentary on the electro-charged sexual and intellectual power of post-adolescent
women heralds the arrival of a promising new voice from the darker fringes of anti-girlhood.”
—Publishers Weekly
The Good Girl Nov 25 2021 Scratch the surface of any family hard enough and you'll draw
blood . . . No one can believe it when straight A student Romy Field finds herself at the
centre of a scandal, least of all her mother Ailsa - who is also the head of her new school.
Ailsa is quick to hold Romy's new boyfriend and his parents responsible for what has
happened. But as mother and daughter reveal their very different version of events, a much
darker truth emerges. It soon becomes apparent that Romy isn't the only member of her family
harbouring secrets and her disgrace becomes the catalyst for the unravelling of all those
around her. It takes a split second to make a decision that can alter the course of your
life. And a lifetime to undo the consequences. Bestselling author Fiona Neill is back with
The Good Girl - a dark, compelling and controversial novel of one family's darkest secrets.
Praise for Fiona Neill: 'The Good Girl raises all kinds of contemporary issues with wit and

sensitivity' Times 'Neill writes with verve, honesty and breathtaking insight. Utterly
unputdownable' Helen Walsh, author of The Lemon Grove 'Neill's characters are so cleverly
depicted, you feel as if you've met at least one of them before' Vogue 'Packed with
observations of wince-making accuracy' The Times 'Sometimes touching, sometimes shocking...
this cautionary coming-of-age tale is a thought-provoking one'Daily Mail 'The Good Girl is
vivid and insightful, and Neill has a trained eye for the pressures and poignancies of modern
family life' Guardian 'Clever, grown-up and totally gripping' Lisa Jewell 'A topical, tense
and addictive read' Good Housekeeping 'Neill takes a light scalpel to online disaster in this
exceptional dual-narrative' Grazia ' Two families become embroiled in each other's lives and
long buried secrets are unravelled. Contemporary issues are tackled here with both humour and
realism, making for an engrossing read' My Weekly 'Cracking' Prima 'The Slummy Mummy
columnist is back - this time, somewhat incongruously, with a psychological thriller. The
Good Girl looks set to be the next Gone Girl, with its dark compelling exploration of family
secrets. It tells the story of the relationship of two teenagers and their families when a
chain of events leads to a scandal that affects them all. A confronting look at the way that
one moment of malice on social media can spiral out of control.' Seven Books to Read, House
Seven
River of Fire Jan 16 2021 'Riveting ... Providing a window into the upheaval in the church
during the 1960s and 70s, Prejean's engrossing memoir also fleshes out how she rose to be an
influential voice within the church before becoming a renowned proponent of abolishing the
death penalty. Informing and entertaining, Prejean's exceptional memoir will be of special
interest to social justice advocates. Publishers Weekly In this revelatory, intimate memoir
from the author of Dead Man Walking, America's foremost leader in efforts to abolish the
death penalty shares the story of her growth as a spiritual leader, speaks out about the
challenges of the Catholic Church and shows that joy and religion are not mutually exclusive.
Sister Helen Prejean's work as an activist nun, campaigning to educate Americans about the
inhumanity of the death penalty, is known to millions worldwide. Less widely known is the
evolution of her spiritual journey from praying for God to solve the world's problems to
engaging full-tilt in working to transform societal injustices. Sister Helen grew up in a
well-off Baton Rouge family that still employed black servants. She joined the Sisters of St
Joseph at the age of eighteen and was in her forties when she had an awakening that her
life's work was to immerse herself in the struggle of poor people forced to live on the
margins of society. In this honest and fiercely open account, Sister Helen writes about the
relationships with friends, fellow nuns and mentors who have shaped her over the years, as
well as the close friendship with a priest that challenged her vocation in the 'new territory
of the heart'. The final page of River of Fire ends with the opening page of Dead Man
Walking, when she was first invited to correspond with a man on Louisiana's death row. River
of Fire is a book for anyone interested in journeys of faith and spirituality, doubt and
belief and 'catching on fire' to purpose and passion. Written in accessible, luminous prose,
it is a book about how to live a spiritual life that is wide awake to the sufferings and
creative opportunities of our world.
Human Computer Jun 20 2021 In Human Computer: Mary Jackson, Engineer, readers ages 5 to 8
learn what it was like for Mary Jackson to overcame challenges and become the first African
American women to work at NASA! Age-appropriate vocabulary, detailed illustrations, simple
STEM projects such as such as designing paper airplanes, and a glossary all support
foundational learning. Perfect for beginner readers or as a read aloud nonfiction picture
book!
The Death of Bees Jun 08 2020 Trying to keep the death of their parents a secret, Marnie and
her little sister Nelly are on their own until several residents in Glasgow's Hazelhurst
housing estate suspect that something is not right.
Black Chalk Jan 28 2022 One game. Six students. Five survivors. It was only ever meant to be
a game. A game of consequences, of silly forfeits, childish dares. A game to be played by six
best friends in their first year at Oxford University. But then the game changed: the stakes
grew higher and the dares more personal, more humiliating, finally evolving into a vicious
struggle with unpredictable and tragic results. Now, fourteen years later, the remaining
players must meet again for the final round.
From the Olive Grove Nov 13 2020 The healthful virtues of olive oil, a key component of the
Mediterranean diet, have become well-known in recent years; its monounsaturated fats and
antioxidants are beneficial in preventing heart disease by controlling LDL ('bad')
cholesterol levels while simultaneously raising HDL ('good') cholesterol levels. Helen
Koutalianos has preached the gospel of olive oil and its benefits for years; at the same

time, consumers across North America have become more sophisticated and appreciative of
flavorful, boutique olive oils that are not mass produced. In this charming, intimate
cookbook, Helen and her daughter Anastasia have collected 150 delectable, Mediterraneaninspired recipes (Greek and beyond), many of which have been passed along from Helen's mother
and grandmother, in which olive oil is a central ingredient; these include Olive Oil Poached
Lamb, Quail with Olives, Turkish Kebab with Garlic, Shrimp and Feta Casserole, Octopus in
Wine Sauce, Seared Scallop and Prawn Gazpacho, Artichokes with Lemon, and Kolokethakia
Yemista (Stuffed Zucchinis with Lemon Egg Sauce).The book also takes readers through the
artisan olive oil-making process, from cultivating and processing the fruit to the production
of the oil itself. Complemented with full-color photographs of recipes, From the Olive Grove
will seduce and inspire readers to create their own delicious, heart-healthy meals at home.
Charlotte Jun 28 2019 For lovers of Pride and Prejudice and Bridgerton, an intoxicating
novel thattells the story of Charlotte Lucas, who marries the unfortunate Mr Collinsafter
Lizzy Bennet spurns him.
Helen of Sparta Aug 11 2020 Long before she ran away with Paris to Troy, Helen of Sparta was
haunted by nightmares of a burning city under siege. These dreams foretold impending war—a
war that only Helen has the power to avert. To do so, she must defy her family and betray her
betrothed by fleeing the palace in the dead of night. In need of protection, she finds
shelter and comfort in the arms of Theseus, son of Poseidon. With Theseus at her side, she
believes she can escape her destiny. But at every turn, new dangers—violence, betrayal,
extortion, threat of war—thwart Helen's plans and bar her path. Still, she refuses to bend to
the will of the gods. A new take on an ancient myth, Helen of Sparta is the story of one
woman determined to decide her own fate.
Pantone: Colors Nov 01 2019 Using the Pantone color identification system, an artful first
colors book introduces children to nine basic colors and twenty shades of each, illustrating
the concept of one color name referring to a variety of dark, light, and in-between tones.
Vampires in the Lemon Grove Feb 26 2022 An awkward teen with a terrible haircut has a
reversal of fortune when he finds artefacts from the future lining a seagulls’ nest. In a
godforsaken barn, Presidents Eisenhower, John Adams and Rutherford B. Hayes are bemused to
find themselves reincarnated as horses. Clyde and Magreb – he a traditional capes-and-coffins
vampire, she the more progressive variety – settle in an Italian lemon grove in the hope that
its ripe fruit will keep their thirst for blood at bay. ‘Russell can take Antarctic
tailgaters, an army of seagulls or simply a window and twist a tale that explodes on the page
and lingers in the mind’ The Times
Fast Girls Oct 13 2020 ONE OF THE MOST ANTICIPATED BOOKS OF THE SUMMER BY POPSUGAR, FROLIC,
PARADE, TRAVEL & LEISURE, SHE KNOWS, and SHE READS! NAMED A REAL SIMPLE BEST BOOK OF 2020 (SO
FAR). “Fast Girls is a compelling, thrilling look at what it takes to be a female Olympian in
pre-war America...Brava to Elise Hooper for bringing these inspiring heroines to the wide
audience they so richly deserve.”—Tara Conklin, New York Times bestselling author of The Last
Romantics and The House Girl Acclaimed author Elise Hooper explores the gripping, real life
history of female athletes, members of the first integrated women’s Olympic team, and their
journeys to the 1936 summer games in Berlin, Nazi Germany. Perfect for readers who love
untold stories of amazing women, such as The Only Woman in the Room, Hidden Figures, and The
Lost Girls of Paris. In the 1928 Olympics, Chicago’s Betty Robinson competes as a member of
the first-ever women’s delegation in track and field. Destined for further glory, she returns
home feted as America’s Golden Girl until a nearly-fatal airplane crash threatens to end
everything. Outside of Boston, Louise Stokes, one of the few black girls in her town, sees
competing as an opportunity to overcome the limitations placed on her. Eager to prove that
she has what it takes to be a champion, she risks everything to join the Olympic team. From
Missouri, Helen Stephens, awkward, tomboyish, and poor, is considered an outcast by her
schoolmates, but she dreams of escaping the hardships of her farm life through athletic
success. Her aspirations appear impossible until a chance encounter changes her life. These
three athletes will join with others to defy society’s expectations of what women can
achieve. As tensions bring the United States and Europe closer and closer to the brink of
war, Betty, Louise, and Helen must fight for the chance to compete as the fastest women in
the world amidst the pomp and pageantry of the Nazi-sponsored 1936 Olympics in Berlin.
The Story of My Life Mar 18 2021 “...every one who wishes to gain true knowledge must climb
the Hill Difficulty alone, and since there is no royal road to the summit, I must zigzag it
in my own way. I slip back many times, I fall, I stand still, I run against the edge of
hidden obstacles, I lose my temper and find it again and keep it better, I trudge on, I gain
a little, I feel encouraged, I get more eager and climb higher and begin to see the widening

horizon. Every struggle is a victory. One more effort and I reach the luminous cloud, the
blue depths of the sky, the uplands of my desire.” HELEN KELLER was born on June 27, 1880 in
Tuscumbia, Alabama. At nineteen months old an acute illness nearly took her life and left her
deaf and blind. At the recommendation of Alexander Graham Bell, her parents contacted the
Perkins Institute for the Blind in Boston, and Anne Sullivan was sent to tutor Helen. The
story of their early years together, and of Helen’s remarkable psychological and intellectual
growth, is told in The Story of My Life, which first appeared in installments in Ladies’ Home
Journal in 1902. With Anne Sullivan, “Teacher,” at her side, Helen Keller graduated from
Radcliffe College in 1904, an extraordinary accomplishment for any woman of her time. Helen
was dedicated to helping the blind and handicapped, raising funds for the American Foundation
for the Blind and lobbying for commissions for the blind in thirty states. A women’s rights
activist, a Swedenborgian, a socialist, and a world-famous celebrity, Helen Keller received
the Presidential Medal of Freedom and many honorary degrees. Her other books include The
World I Live In (1908), Midstream: My Later Life (1929), Helen Keller’s Journal (1938), and
Let Us Have Faith (1940). She died in 1968. Her burial urn is in the National Cathedral in
Washington, D.C.
Orange World May 20 2021 'I loved Orange World... a collection of short stories in which
demons live in drains, bog women come back from the dead and trees can grow inside the human
body' Daisy Johnson, New Statesman BOOK OF THE YEAR 'A rare combination of literary
brilliance and unbridled entertainment' Mark Haddon These exuberant, unforgettable stories
showcase Karen Russell's comedic and imaginative talent for creating outlandish predicaments
that uncannily mirror our inner lives. In 'The Bad Graft', a couple on a road trip stop in
Joshua Tree National Park, where the spirit of a giant tree accidentally infects the young
woman, their fates becoming permanently entangled. In 'The Prospectors' two opportunistic
young women fleeing the Depression strike out for new territory, but find themselves fighting
for their lives. In the brilliant and hilarious title story a new mother desperate to ensure
her baby's safety strikes a deal with the devil to protect her baby. Stories of survival,
love and of surreal and magnificent transformation show Russell writing at exhilarating new
heights. Praise for Orange World: 'The worlds of the stories are entirely convincing, small
pockets in which it is possible to become lost' Guardian 'One of our most original short
story writers... Russell has impeccable command of her form' New York Times Book Review
The Rocks Oct 25 2021 Three generations, two families and the dangerous delights of a
Mediterranean island, The Rocks is a bittersweet chronicle of unresolved feuds. Set on the
island of Mallorca, The Rocks is a double love story told in reverse. Opening in 2005 with a
dramatic event that seems to seal the mystery of two lives, the story moves backwards in
time, unravelling over sixty years, amid the olive groves and bars, the boats and poolside
parties, the lives and relationships of two intertwined families within an expat community of
endearing and flawed characters. As one story is revealed, another, sweeter one, a love story
of a couple from the younger generation, arises in the wake of their elder's failures. The
Rocks is a darkly comic, bittersweet, finally heartbreaking novel, that slips back in time to
reveal the shocking incident that marked and altered these lives for ever.
The Balcony Dec 27 2021 WINNER OF THE SUE KAUFMAN PRIZE FOR FIRST FICTION FROM THE AMERICAN
ACADEMY OF ARTS AND LETTERS What if our homes could tell the stories of others who lived
there before us? To those who have ventured past it over the years, this small estate in a
village outside Paris has always seemed calm and poised. But should you open the gates and
enter inside, you will find rooms which have become the silent witnesses to a century of
human drama: from the young American au pair developing a crush on her brilliant employer to
the ex-courtesan shocking the servants, and the Jewish couple in hiding from the Gestapo to
the housewife who begins an affair while renovating her downstairs. The stories of those who
have lived within the estate have been many and varied. But as the years unfold, their lives
inevitably come to haunt the same spaces and intertwine, creating a rich tapestry of the
relationships, life-altering choices, and fleeting moments which have kept the house alive
through the last hundred years. . . 'Sweeping, suspenseful, rich with surprises and eerie
atmosphere' Jennifer Egan
The Champagne Widow: Gripping and Heartbreaking French Historical Fiction Aug 30 2019 She
plucks a perfectly ripe grape, glowing golden in the moonlight. In that moment she knows her
life will be full of joy and sorrow: harvest feasts and heartbreak, the thrill of the
season's first sip and the bitter threat of betrayal. But if her success could taste this
sweet, she would have it no other way. France, 1805. In the sleepy town of Reims, recently
widowed Nicole Clicquot is struggling to run her winemaking business alone. Her rival and
owner of the largest vineyard in Champagne, calculating Monsieur Moët, is sure she'll accept

his offer of marriage. But one look at her little daughter running happily through the vines
that could one day be hers, and Nicole knows she could never share her late husband's legacy.
Taking courage from the chalk soil beneath her boots, and the heat of the soft French sun,
Nicole vows to save the vineyard herself by making the best champagne the world has ever
tasted. But toiling over the harvest day and night and the constant disapproval of her
gossiping neighbours take their toll on Nicole. Only her husband's oldest friend, Louis,
believes she can do this alone. One magical night, as a shooting star illuminates their way
under a velvet sky, Nicole gazes up at his warm smile and wonders if, with Louis by her side,
her champagne would taste even finer... because isn't the best wine made with love? Then
Moët, still bitter over Nicole's rejection, discovers her secret method of making crystalclear champagne, and the House of Clicquot could lose everything. Did Louis betray her trust,
and was she wrong to open her heart again? And with Napoleon's wars looming on the horizon,
can she save her vineyards, and her daughter, from ruin? Fans of Chocolat, Carnegie's Maid,
Dinah Jeffries and anyone longing to sip champagne under the stars will adore this stunning
historical read, inspired by the true story of how Nicole Clicquot blazed her own path to
build the world's greatest champagne house: Veuve Clicquot.
The Camper Van Cookbook Feb 14 2021 Say goodbye to roughing it. And hello to a new kind of
freedom. With over 80 fabulously tasty recipes you can cook on just two rings and a few
barbeque feasts and camp fire crackers, this is the dashboard bible for anyone who ever
dreamed of hitting the road at the wheel of a classic VW camper. From finding and cooking
your own food to passing muster with the surfing set, THE CAMPER VAN COOKBOOK will show you
how to make the most of every single moment on the road.
The Burgess Boys Jul 10 2020 From the Man Booker Prize longlisted author of My Name is Lucy
Barton Two brothers' lives are irrevocably altered when their 19-year-old nephew is embroiled
in a scandal of his own making Haunted by the freak accident that killed their father when
they were children, Jim and Bob Burgess escaped from their Maine hometown of Shirley Falls
for New York City as soon as they possibly could. Jim, a sleek, successful corporate lawyer,
has belittled his bighearted brother their whole lives, and Bob, a legal aid attorney who
idolises Jim, has always taken it in his stride. But their long-standing dynamic is upended
when their sister, Susan - the sibling who stayed behind - urgently calls them home. Her
lonely teenage son, Zach, has landed himself into a world of trouble, and Susan desperately
needs their help. And so the Burgess brothers return to the landscape of their childhood,
where the long-buried tensions that have shaped and shadowed their relationship begin to
surface in unexpected ways that will change them forever. * 'Strout animates the ordinary
with an astonishing force' The New Yorker * 'As perfect a novel as you will ever read'
Evening Standard on Olive Kitteridge * 'A novel of shining integrity and humour, about the
bravery and hard choices of what is called ordinary life' Alice Munro on Amy & Isabelle Visit
the author's website: www.elizabethstrout.com
The Age of Magic Dec 03 2019 From Booker Prize-Winner Ben Okri. A group of world-weary
travellers discover the meaning of life in a mysterious mountain village. Eight film-makers
arrive at a small Swiss hotel on the shores of a luminous lake. Above them, strewn with
lights that twinkle in the darkness, looms the towering Rigi mountain. Over the course of
three days and two nights, the travellers will find themselves drawn in to the mystery of the
mountain reflected in the lake. One by one, they will be disturbed, enlightened, and
transformed, each in a different way. The Age of Magic has begun. Unveil your eyes. ALSO BY
BEN OKRI: Astonishing the Gods, In Arcadia, A Way of Being Free, Dangerous Love.
Cold Blooded Jul 22 2021 As a serial killer terrorizes New Orleans, a reluctant psychic sees
every gruesome act in this thriller by the #1 New York Times bestselling author. A woman's
burned and brutalized corpse is found in a seedy New Orleans apartment. Her killer is certain
there were no witnesses, unaware that his every move was seen by a beautiful stranger—through
nightmarish visions that came to her in bed in a bayou cottage on the outskirts of town.
Weeks later, another terrifying vision shatters Olivia Bechet's sleep. Convinced a serial
killer is stalking the city, she turns to the authorities. But jaded detective Rick Bentz
doesn't believe her—even when a second body turns up, slain in exactly the same bizarre,
ritualistic manner Olivia described. As New Orleans panics in the grip of a merciless killer,
Olivia is frustrated by Bentz's skepticism. And yet she is also captivated by her attraction
to him. But then her dreams are invaded by a murder that has yet to be committed. This time,
Olivia recognizes the victim—and the murderer. And both are closer than she ever imagined.
Lemon Grove Sep 11 2020 Lemon Grove dates to 1892 when it first appeared in the San Diego
County records as "Lemon Grove." The tiny, whistle-stop town emerged during the "second gold
rush," the rise of California's citrus industry, which was facilitated by the 1849 Gold Rush,

the break up of the Mexican ranchos in Alta California, and the advent of statehood for
California in 1850. Land speculators poured into California, lured by the exquisite climate,
five growing seasons, and the possibilities for success in agriculture and business. Lemon
Grove became home to gentlemen farmers from the East and Midwest, whose descendants live on
in the community to this day.
Landfall Dec 15 2020 'Girls can even be brave enough to shoot tigers, if they can keep their
cool.' How Girls Can Help to Build Up the Empire- The Handbook for Girl Guides(1912) Alice
Robinsonis having doubts about her job on a fashionable London art magazine. Agreeing to
house-sit for her parents, she moves back to the suburban streets of her childhood, a world
of Girl Guides, Tudorbethan houses and blossom trees, and finds herself confronting some
truths about the way she's chosen to live her life. How can we connect? What are the maps and
manuals that show us how to live today? Exploring the landscape of the south east and the
nature of life on an island, this clear-eyed, mordantly witty, warm and unsparing novel
culminates in one of the most surprising and destabilizing endings you'll have read. Landfall
marks the arrival of a new, intriguing voice and a major literary talent.
Alice and the Fly Apr 30 2022 'Powerful' Closer 'A darkly quirky story of love, obsession
and fear . . . a beautiful story hung around the enchanting and heartbreaking voice of
teenager Greg' Anna James Miss Hayes has a new theory. She thinks my condition's caused by
some traumatic incident from my past I keep deep-rooted in my mind. As soon as I come clean
I'll flood out all these tears and it'll all be ok and I won't be scared of Them anymore. The
truth is I can't think of any single traumatic childhood incident to tell her. I mean, there
are plenty of bad memories - Herb's death, or the time I bit the hole in my tongue, or
Finners Island, out on the boat with Sarah - but none of these are what caused the phobia.
I've always had it. It's Them. I'm just scared of Them. It's that simple. For fans of Sarah
Winman, Junot Diaz and Maria Semple, Alice and the Fly is an unforgettable book about phobias
and obsessions, isolation and dark corners, families, friendships, and carefully preserved
secrets. But above everything else it's about love. Finding love - in any of its forms - and
nurturing it.
Her Mar 06 2020 Emma is a struggling mum, faintly resentful of her husband and children and
their domestic needs; she misses her career and feels she has lost herself. Nina is a
successful painter in a second marriage with a teenage daughter; she is sophisticated,
independent, and entirely in control. When the two women meet, Nina generously draws Emma
into her life. But this isn't the first time their paths have crossed. Nina remembers Emma,
and she remembers what Emma dad... A seemingly innocent friendship slowly develops into a
danergous game of cat and mouse as Nina eases her way into Emma's life. Soon, it becomes
clear that Nina wants something from her unwitting companion - something that might just
destroy Emma completely...
Malala Yousafzai Sep 23 2021 In this book from the critically acclaimed, multimillion-copy
best-selling Little People, BIG DREAMS series, discover the life of Malala Yousafzai, the
incredible activist for girls' education and the youngest Nobel Prize laureate. When Malala
was born in Mingora, Pakistan, her father was determined she would have every opportunity
that a boy would have. She loved getting an education, but when a hateful regime came to
power, girls were no longer allowed to go to school. Malala spoke out in public about this,
which made her a target for violence. She was shot in the left side of her head and woke up
in a hospital in England. Finally, after long months and many surgeries, Malala recovered,
and resolved to become an activist for girls' education. Now a recent Oxford graduate, Malala
continues to fight for a world where all girls can learn and lead. This powerful book
features stylish and quirky illustrations and extra facts at the back, including a
biographical timeline with historical photos and a detailed profile of the activist's life.
Little People, BIG DREAMS is a best-selling series of books and educational games that
explore the lives of outstanding people, from designers and artists to scientists and
activists. All of them achieved incredible things, yet each began life as a child with a
dream. This empowering series offers inspiring messages to children of all ages, in a range
of formats. The board books are told in simple sentences, perfect for reading aloud to babies
and toddlers. The hardcover versions present expanded stories for beginning readers. Boxed
gift sets allow you to collect a selection of the books by theme. Paper dolls, learning
cards, matching games, and other fun learning tools provide even more ways to make the lives
of these role models accessible to children. Inspire the next generation of outstanding
people who will change the world with Little People, BIG DREAMS!
She Takes a Stand Jul 02 2022 In an age of "slacktivism" and fleeting social media fame, She
Takes a Stand offers a realistic look at the game-changing decisions, high stakes, and bold

actions of women and girls around the world working to improve their personal situations and
the lives of others. This inspiring collection of short biographies features the stories of
extraordinary figures past and present who have dedicated their lives to fighting for human
rights, civil rights, workers' rights, reproductive rights, and world peace. Budding
activists will be inspired by antilynching crusader and writer Ida B. Wells, birth control
educator and activist Margaret Sanger, girls-education activist Malala Yousafzai, Gulabi Gang
founder Sampat Pal Devi, who fights violence against Indian women, Dana Edell, who works
against the sexualization of women and girls in the media, and many others. Including related
sidebars, a bibliography, source notes, and a list of activist organizations readers can
explore in person or online, She Takes a Stand is an essential resource for classroom reports
or for any young person passionate about making a difference.
Lie With Me Oct 01 2019 THE UNPUTDOWNABLE RICHARD & JUDY BOOK CLUB PICK AND SUNDAY TIMES TOP
TEN BESTSELLER THAT EVERYONE IS RAVING ABOUT. OVER 100K COPIES SOLD. 'Utterly gripping' Daily
Mail 'A killer twist' Woman & Home 'I loved every page' Clare Mackintosh Longlisted for the
Theakstons Old Peculier Crime Novel of the Year Shortlisted for the British Book Awards Crime
Novel of the Year A few little lies never hurt anyone. Right? Wrong. Paul has a plan. He has
a vision of a better future, and he's going to make it happen. If it means hiding or
exaggerating a few things here and there, no harm done. But when he charms his way on to a
family holiday... And finds himself trapped among tensions and emotions he doesn't
understand... By the time he starts to realise that however painful the truth is, it's the
lies that cause the real damage... Well, by then, it might just be too late. ***Sabine
Durrant's brilliant new novel, Finders, Keepers, is available now***
Once Upon a Time in England Jun 01 2022 A working-class family struggles to overcome
prejudice in this “utterly gripping” novel of pride, loyalty and love from the acclaimed
author of Brass (She). On the coldest night of 1975, Robbie Fitzgerald sprints through the
snowy streets of a northern British town. With a Van Morrison-meets-Robert Johnson singing
voice, the young crooner is on the verge of his big break, with the legendary producer Dickie
Vaughn attending his show. Both his own dreams and those of his young family are on the line.
Meanwhile, in a rough neighborhood on the other side of town, Robbie’s young wife Susheela
and his son wait for him, as they must all too often. But when Susheela falls victim to a
monstrous hate crime, the balance of their lives is thrown off-kilter—and everything they
hoped for may be lost forever . . . In this absorbing story of the awkwardness of youth and
the necessary maturity that comes with age, Walsh has created “the kind of book whose events
you find yourself repeating to friends” (The Daily Telegraph).
Helen of Troy Jul 30 2019 Bestselling novelist, Margaret George, here imagines the story of
Helen of Sparta and Troy, one of the most amazing female mythical characters, ancient or
modern. A war, which lasted for 10 years, was fought over her and nearly all the stories of
the heroic age were bound into her story – a measure of her capacity to galvanise men into
action. Using her unique gift for research and recreation, Margaret George brings to life a
Helen who was a tantalizing enigma from the very first, flesh and blood certainly, but also
immortal, as the daughter of Zeus. Her beauty is so overwhelming and dangerous that, as a
child, she is protected from seeing her reflection. Kings and princes compete for her hand in
marriage, and she marries Menelaus of Sparta, but before marrying him all her other suitors
swear to help bring Helen back should she ever be abducted again. When she falls for Paris of
Troy it is assumed that he has taken her by force, when her actions are far more complex. The
suitors are obliged to honour their oath and so the Trojan War begins – the most pivotal
event in the history of ancient Greece . . . and the tragedy of these individuals. ‘An epic
novel... Margaret George recreates... passions... with extraordinary intensity. If only
history lessons had been like this’ Cosmopolitan
Mr Fox Feb 03 2020 Mr Fox, by award-winning author Helen Oyeyemi, is an beautiful and
immersive exploration of the labyrinthine world of imagination, storytelling and love. It’s a
bright afternoon in 1938 and Mary Foxe is in a confrontational mood. St John Fox, celebrated
novelist, hasn’t seen her in six years. He’s unprepared for her afternoon visit, not least
because she doesn’t exist. He’s infatuated with her. But he also made her up. Will Mr Fox
meet his muse’s challenge, to stop murdering his heroines and explore something of love? What
will his wife Daphne think of this sudden change in her husband? Can there be a happy ending
– this time? ‘Oyeyemi reveals a twinkling sense of humour . . . A delight’ - Independent.
The Lemon Grove Nov 06 2022 Jenn and Greg are enjoying the last week of their annual summer
holiday in Majorca, off the coast of southern Spain. Their days are languorous, the time
passing by in a haze of Rioja-soaked lunches, hours at the beach, and lazy afternoon sex in
their beautiful villa. It is the perfect summer idyll . . . until Greg’s teenage

daughter—Jenn’s stepdaughter—Emma, arrives with her new boyfriend, Nathan, in tow. The next
seven days are a brilliantly paced fever dream of attraction between Jenn and the reckless
yet mesmerizing Nathan. The Lemon Grove is an intense pas de deux of push and pull, risk and
consequence . . . and moral rectitude, as it gets harder and harder for Jenn to stifle her
compulsion.
All the Way to the Top Aug 23 2021 This is the story of a little girl who just wanted to go,
even when others tried to stop her. Jennifer Keelan was determined to make a change--even if
she was just a kid. She never thought her wheelchair could slow her down, but the way the
world around her was built made it hard to do even simple things. Like going to school, or
eating lunch in the cafeteria. Jennifer knew that everyone deserves a voice! Then the
Americans with Disabilities Act, a law that would make public spaces much more accessible to
people with disabilities, was proposed to Congress. And to make sureit passed, Jennifer went
to the steps of the Capitol building in Washington DC to convince them. And, without her
wheelchair, she climbed. ALL THE WAY TO THE TOP!
The Betrayals May 08 2020 LOSE YOURSELF IN THE MOST EPIC BOOK OF THE YEAR. ‘BEAUTIFUL’
JOANNA CANNON ‘MESMERISING’ ERIN KELLY ‘TOTALLY ADDICTIVE’ JOANNA GLEN ‘SUMPTUOUS’ OBSERVER
‘DIZZYINGLY WONDERFUL’ THE TIMES WINNING WAS EVERYTHING... UNTIL IT DESTROYED THEM
The Land Where Lemons Grow Mar 30 2022 '4 stars. Attlee, who knows and loves Italy and the
Italians, takes the reader through the country's scented gardens with her sharp descriptions,
pertinent stories and quotes and intriguing recipes. I was there with her' Anna del Conte,
Sunday Telegraph A delightful book about Italy's unexpected history, told through its citrus
fruits The story of citrus runs through the history of Italy like a golden thread, and by
combining travel writing with history, recipes, horticulture and art, Helena Attlee takes the
reader on a unique and rich journey through Italy's cultural, moral, culinary and political
past. 'Fascinating . . . A distinguished garden writer, Attlee fell under the spell of citrus
over ten years ago and the book, like the eleventh labour of Hercules to steal the golden
fruit of the Hesperides, is the result. She writes with great lucidity, charm and gentle
humour, and wears her considerable learning lightly . . . Helena Attlee's elegant, absorbing
prose and sure-footed ability to combine the academic with the anecdotal, make The Land Where
Lemons Grow a welcome addition to the library of citrologists and Italophiles alike' The
Times Literary Supplement 'A paradise of citrus is how I always think of Italy too: a place
where ice-cold limoncello is sipped from tiny glasses on piazzas, and everything from ricotta
cake to osso bucco is enlivened with zest. What a joy, therefore, to read Helena Attlee's The
Land Where Lemons Grow, which tells the story of Italy through its citrus fruit' Bee Wilson,
Telegraph
Hell Bay Jan 04 2020 THE GRIPPING LOCKED-ISLAND MYSTERY # 1 ‘Gripping, clever and impossible
to put down' ERIN KELLY DI Ben Kitto needs a second chance. After ten years working for the
murder squad in London, a traumatic event has left him grief-stricken. He’s tried to resign
from his job, but his boss has persuaded him to take three months to reconsider. Ben plans to
work in his uncle's boatyard on the tiny Scilly island of Bryher where he was born, hoping to
mend his shattered nerves. His plans go awry when the body of a sixteen-year-old girl is
found on the beach at Hell Bay. Her attacker must still be on the island because no ferries
have sailed during the two-day storm. Everyone on the island is under suspicion. Dark secrets
are about to resurface. And the murderer could strike again at any time . . . PRAISE FOR KATE
RHODES: ‘Gripping, clever and impossible to put down. I’ve been a Kate Rhodes fan for years
and in Ben Kitto she has created a detective who is just as complex and compelling as Kate’s
elegant plotting and stunning prose. The claustrophobia and paranoia of the island are so
brilliant evoked, I could almost feel the tide encroaching as time ran out to find the
killer' ERIN KELLY ‘Absorbing and complex, Hell Bay kept me guessing until the final pages’
RACHEL ABBOTT 'A vividly realised protagonist whose complex and harrowing history rivals the
central crime storyline' SOPHIE HANNAH 'Beautifully written and expertly plotted; this is a
masterclass' GUARDIAN 'Expertly weaves a sense of place and character into a tense and
intriguing story' METRO 'Rhodes does a superb job of balancing a portrayal of a tiny
community oppressed by secrets with an uplifting evocation of setting' Jake Kerridge, SUNDAY
EXPRESS ‘The whole book tingles with tension. I hope it does for the Scilly Isles what Ann
Cleeves did for Shetland' MEL MCGRATH 'I love reading Kate's books in the way I love reading
Sophie Hannah – a poet writing crime fiction is a great thing . . . It is at once a lockedroom mystery, a story of the returning hero, and an examination of fear and abuse. It has the
air of a twenty-first century Agatha Christie' JULIA CROUCH
Pull Focus Aug 03 2022 When Jane’s partner goes missing she needs to find out if he’s in
danger while also contending with the politics of a large international film festival:

Hollywood power brokers, Russian oil speculators, Chinese propagandists, and a board chair
who seemingly has it out for her. Jane has been appointed interim director of the Worldwide
Toronto Film Festival after her boss has been removed for sexual harassment. Knives are out
all around her, as factions within the community want to see her fail. At the same time, her
partner, a fund manager, has disappeared, and strange women appear, uttering threats about
misused funds. Yet the show must go on. As Jane struggles to juggle all the balls she’s been
handed and survive in one piece, she discovers unlikely allies and finds that she’s stronger
than she thinks.
Dear Amy Apr 18 2021 THE UNMISSABLE SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLING PSYCHOLOGICAL THRILLER Would
you risk your life to save a stranger? A local schoolgirl has been missing for weeks when
Margot Lewis, agony aunt of the 'Dear Amy' advice column, receives a letter: Dear Amy, I've
been kidnapped by a strange man. I don't know where I am. Please help me, Bethan Avery This
must be a hoax. Because Bethan Avery is another young girl, who went missing twenty years
ago. As more letters arrive, Margot becomes consumed by finding the sender and - unlike the
police - convinced that the girls' disappearances are connected. Solving this puzzle could
save someone's life - but could it also cost Margot her own? 'A first-rate psychological
thriller. It's simply impossible to guess what's coming next' Irish Independent 'Terrific delivers suspense, twists and smart writing' Julia Heaberlin, Sunday Times bestselling author
of Black-Eyed Susans 'Haunting . . . this story will stay with you' Jane Corry, author of My
Husband's Wife 'Skilfully handled. An accomplished psychological twister' Daily Mail
Rabbit Foot Bill Apr 06 2020 A lonely boy in a prairie town befriends a local outsider in
1947 and then witnesses a shocking murder. Based on a true story. Canwood, Saskatchewan,
1947. Leonard Flint, a lonely boy in a small farming town befriends the local outsider, a man
known as Rabbit Foot Bill. Bill doesn’t talk much, but he allows Leonard to accompany him as
he sets rabbit snares and to visit his small, secluded dwelling. Being with Bill is
everything to young Leonard—an escape from school, bullies and a hard father. So his shock is
absolute when he witnesses Bill commit a sudden violent act and loses him to prison. Fifteen
years on, as a newly graduated doctor of psychiatry, Leonard arrives at the Weyburn Mental
Hospital, both excited and intimidated by the massive institution known for its experimental
LSD trials. To Leonard’s great surprise, at the Weyburn he is reunited with Bill and soon
becomes fixated on discovering what happened on that fateful day in 1947. Based on a true
story, this page-turning novel from a master stylist examines the frailty and resilience of
the human mind.
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